
 LED LIGHTS

OUR LED LIGHTS ARE A GREAT ADDITION TO ANY OF OUR OUTDOOR
FLOORING PRODUCTS.

 

LED lights define the perimeter of the space, and are a great way to extend the

usable hours of your home or condos outdoor space.What’s more inviting than a

well-lit condo balcony?

WATERPROOF
OUTDOOR SYSTEM

LOW PROFILE LED
LIGHTS

HIDDEN CORDS
Small cords and connectors allow them to be
easily hidden when installed

PLUG AND PLAY CORDS
Easily install and replace lights

INSTALL 8 TO 78 LIGHTS
Choose the number of lights that suite your
space



WE HAVE 3 TYPES OF

LED LIGHTS
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RIMMED

LIGHT

PUCK

LIGHT

FLUSHED

LIGHT

SAFE & EASY INSTALLATION
The Low voltage transformer converts standard
120V wall plug current to a manageable low-
voltage current that powers the LED lights safely,
without needing an electrician to hook them up.

USER FRIENDLY
The Timer that is included in the standard package
is photosensitive, every day at dusk it can be set to
turn onto a pre-determined amount of time. There
is always the option to manually override the timer
if the lights need to turn on or off for any reason!



PICK YOUR STYLE

When Selecting The LED Light, It Is Best To

Envision How You Will Be Using The Space. 

 

Our Rimmed LED Lights And Puck Lights

Are The Most Popular
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CHOOSE YOUR PLACEMENT

The LED lights are best used to define

elements of the space, perimeter, planters,

stairs, doorways and sometimes design

elements in the center of the space.

 

Puck lights are best used in river rock

gardens or as uplighting on large plants

SET POWER CONTROL

The standard is to use a photosensitive timer to

determine when the lights turn on and off

each day.This is included in our standard install

package. 

 

Dimmers, phone app-controlled settings,

and remote control settings can be added

to the lighting packages.


